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ABSTRACT
Various vacuum jacketed cryogenic supply lines at the Shuttle
launch site use convoluted flexible expansion joints. The
atmosphere at the launch site has a very high salt content,
and during a launch, fuel combustion products include
hydrochloric acid. This extremely corrosive environment has
caused pitting corrosion failure in the flex hoses, which
were made out of 304L stainless steel. A search was done to
find a more corrosion resistant replacement material. This
study focused on 19 metal alloys. Tests which were performed
include electrochemical corrosion testing, accelerated
corrosion testing in a salt fog chamber, long term exposure
at the beach corrosion testing site, and pitting corrosion
tests in ferric chloride solution. Based on the results of
these tests, the most corrosion resistant alloys were found
to be, in order, Hastelloy C-22, Inconel 625, Hastelloy C-
276, Hastelloy C-4, and Inco Alloy G-3. Of these top five
alloys, the Hastelloy C-22 stands out as being the best of
the alloys tested, for this application.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Flexible hoses are used in various supply lines that
service the Orbiter at the launch pad. These convoluted
flexible hoses were originally made out of 304L stainless
steel. The extremely corrosive environment of the launch
site has caused pitting corrosion in many of these flex hose
lines. In the case of vacuum jacketed cryogenic lines,
failure of the flex hose by pitting causes a loss of vacuum
and subsequent loss of insulation.
1.2 The atmosphere at the launch site has a very high
chloride content caused by the proximity of the ocean.
During a launch, the products from _he fuel combustion
reaction include concentrated hydrochloric acid. This
combination of chloride and acid leads to a very corrosive
environment. This type of environment causes severe pitting
in some of the common stainless steel alloys.
1.3 A search was undertaken to find an alternative material
for the flex hoses, to reduce the problems associated with
pitting corrosion. An experimental study was carried out on
19 candidate alloys, including 304L stainless steel for
comparison. These alloys were chosen on the basis of their
reported resistance to chloride environments.
1.4 Data is available in the literature on the corrosion
resistance of several of the alloys being considered in this
study. The data generally is for seawater (1-3), chloride
solutions (3-13), or acids (8,10,12,14,15) individually.
Some information is available on combinations of these
(8,10,11,13,16), but experimental results were not found for
all of the alloys under the specific conditions of the
environment of interest -- NaCl combined with HC1.
1.5 Tests to determine which of the candidate alloys would
have the best corrosion resistance include electrochemical
corrosion testing, accelerated corrosion testing in a salt
fog chamber, long term exposure at the beach corrosion
testing site, and pitting corrosion tests in ferric chloride
solution. The results of the electrochemical testing and
preliminary results from the ferric chloride immersion test
were reported previously (17,18). The electrochemical
results are summarized here in Appendix A, for convenience.
KSC personnel have been completing the ferric chloride
immersion test and carrying out the salt fog chamber and
beach exposure tests during the year since last summer. This
report presents the results of these tests for all 19 of the
candidate alloys.
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2.0 MATERIALS AN_ EOUIPMENT
2.1 CANDIDATE ALLOYS
2.1.1 Nineteen alloys were chosen for testing as possible
replacement material for the 304L stainless steel flex hoses.
304L stainless steel was included for comparison purposes.
The 19 candidate alloys and their nominal compositions are
shown in Table I. These alloys were chosen for consideration
based on their reported resistance to corrosion.
2.1.2 In addition to corrosion resistance, mechanical
properties are also important to consider when selecting a
new material. Some physical and mechanical properties for
the candidate alloys are listed in Table 2.
2.2 SAlT FOG CHAMBER/ACID DIP
2.2.1 Accelerated testing of the candidate alloys was
performed in an Atlas Corrosive Fog Exposure System Model
SF-2000. The solution used was the standard 5_ sodium
chloride mixture prepared as needed. The dipping solution
used in the process was a 1.0N (about 9 vol%) hydrochloric
acid/alumina (AIzO3) mixture. The particle size of the
alumina was 0.3 micron. The solution was thoroughly stirred
prior to dipping due to the settling of the alumina powder.
2.2.2 Flat test specimens exposed to these solutions were 1"
x 2" samples of the identified alloys and were approximately
I/8" thick. One set of samples were base metals with an
autogenous weld on one end as identified in Table 3. Another
set of specimens were the candidate alloys welded to 304L
stainless steel for galvanic studies and are identified in
Table 4. All flat specimens had a 3/8" hole drilled in the
center for mounting purposes. Stress corrosion cracking
specimens were standard U-bend samples prepared with a weld
in the center of the bend, using the same materials as given
in Table 3. The specimens were obtained commercially from
Metal Samples Company, RT. I, Box 152, Munford, AL.
2.3 BEACH EXPOSURE/ACID SPRAY
2.3.1 All exposure in this test was carried out at the KSC
Beach Corrosion Test Site which is approximately 100 feet
from the high tide line. The site is located on the Atlantic
Ocean approximately 1 mile south of Launch Complex 39A.
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2.3.2 The acid solution used in the spray operation was 10%
hydrochloric acid by volume {about 1.0N) mixed with the 0.3
micron alumina powder to form a slurry. The specimens used
in this testing were duplicate specimens as described in the
salt fog/acid dip tests.
2.4 FERRIC CHLORIDE IMMERSION
2.4.1 Large glass beakers (600 - 1000 ml) were used to hold
the test solution. Specimens were suspended in the solution
by a glass cradle. Test specimens were 1" x 2" flat samples
as described in the salt fog/acid dip tests.
3.0 TEST PROCEDURES
3.1 SALT FOG CHAMBER/ACID DIP
3.1.1 Before mounting, the new corrosion specimens were
visually checked and weighed to the nearest 0.1 milligram on
a properly calibrated Mettler AE160 electronic balance. The
specimens were then mounted on insulated rods and set in the
salt fog chamber at about 15-20 degrees off the vertical.
3.1.2 The specimens were exposed to one week (168 hours) of
salt fog per ASTM Bl17 (19). The temperature of the chamber
was controlled at 95. F (35oC) _ 2oF. After the one week
exposure, the specimens were removed and dipped in the
hydrochloric acid/alumina mixture to simulate the booster
effluent created during launch of the Space Shuttle. After
one minute of immersion, the specimens were allowed to drain
and dry overnight. Following this dipping procedure, the
samples were installed in the salt fog chamber for the next
one week cycle.
3.1.3 After a four week/four dip period, the specimens were
removed from the mounting rod and _nspected. The inspection
procedure included cleaning, weighlng, and visual
characterization of the corrosion taking place. The corroded
specimens were first cleaned using a nonabrasive pad and
soapy water to remove heavy deposits of alumina. This was
followed by chemical cleaning per ASTM GI {20} to remove
tightly adhering corrosion products. After cleaning, the
specimens were allowed to dry overnight before weighing. The
specimens were weighed to the nearest 0.1 milligram on the
Mettler electronic balance. The coupons were visually
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inspected with the naked eye and under 40x magnification.
All observations were recorded in terms of appearance, sheen,
pit severity/density, and stress cracking phenomena. After
the inspection, the specimens were remounted and returned to
the chamber for the next four week/four dip cycle of testing.
3.2 BEACH EXPOSURE/ACID SPRAY
3.2.1 The beach exposure test procedure was based on ASTM
GS0 (21), with the addition of an acid spray. The new
duplicate specimens were first visually inspected and weighed
to the nearest 0.1 milligram as was stated before. The
coupons were mounted on short insulated rods that were
attached to a plexiglas sheet. The orientation of the
specimens was face side up and boldly exposed to the
environment to receive the full extent of sun, rain, and sea
spray. The U-bend specimens were mounted on 36" long
insulated rods and secured with nylon tie wraps. Both the
plexiglas sheet and the insulated rods were mounted on test
stands at the beach corrosion test site using nylon tie
wraps. The specimens were mounted facing east towards the
ocean at a 45 degree angle.
3.2.2 Approximately every two weeks, the specimens received
an acid spray with the solution described. The acid spray
thoroughly wet the entire surface and was allowed to remain
on the surface of the specimens until it dried or was rinsed
off by rain.
3.2.3 After the first exposure period of 60 days, the
specimens were brought to the laboratory for inspection. The
inspection procedure was the same as that for the salt fog
testing. The samples were remounted and returned to the
beach site for continued exposure testing.
3.3 FERRIC CHLORIDE IMMERSION
3.3.1 The ferric chloride immersion test procedure was based
on ASTM G48, Method A (22). The test solution was made by
dissolving I00 grams of reagent grade ferric chloride
(FeCI3.6H20) in 900 ml of distilled water. The solution was
then filtered to remove insoluble particles and allowed to
cool to room temperature.
3.3.2 Samples were measured to calculate exposed surface
area, cleaned, rinsed, and weighed before immersion in the
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test solution. Each sample was placed in a glass cradle and
lowered into the test solution. The beaker was covered with
a watch glass and left for 72 hours
3.3.3 After 72 hours, the samples were removed and rinsed
with water. Corrosion products were removed, and the samples
were then dipped in acetone or alcohol and allowed to air
dry. Each specimen was weighed and examined visually for
signs of pitting and weld decay. Specimens were also
examined at low magnification and photographed.
3.3.4 Some of the samples that showed no sign of corrosion
were put back into the test solution. These samples were
periodically inspected and re-immersed for a total exposure
time of 912 hours.
4.0 TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 SALT FOG CHAMBER/ACID DIP
4.1.1 After four weeks of salt fog exposure and 4 dipping
processes, the coupons were brought to the laboratory for
analysis. After the cleaning procedure, the specimens were
weighed to determine weight loss caused by the four week
exposure. Using the weight loss results and the measured area
of the coupons, corrosion rate calculations were made to
compare the alloys' resistance to the salt fog/acid dip
environment. The formula used to calculate the corrosion
rate is
CORROSION RATE {MILS PER YEAR) : 534w
dAt
where w is the weight loss in milligrams, d is the metal
density in grams per cubic centimeter (g/cm3), A is the area
of exposure in square inches (in2), and t is the exposure
time in hours. This expression calculates the uniform
corrosion rate over the entire surface and gives no
indication of the severity of any localized attack (pitting)
that could be occurring on the surface. To determine the
severity of this localized attack, the coupons were examined
visually with the naked eye and under 40 power magnification.
The measured weight loss, the resulting calculated corrosion
rate, and the visual observations for each of the alloys for
the four week cycle are presented in Table 5. As can be seen
from the table, several materials clearly separated from the
rest and displayed superior corrosion resistance. These
materials included three Hastelloy alloys (C-22, C-4, and C-
276), Zirconium 702, Inconel 625, and Inco Alloy G-3. The
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Inco Alloy G-3 marked the point at which the corrosion rates
accelerated rapidly for the many stainless steel alloys
included in the testing. The visual observations confirmed
the corrosion resistance of the top alloys with no visual
deterioration at 40x. These results were considered
important but premature, and the specimens were returned to
the salt fog chamber for further exposure.
4.1.2 Following another four week cycle, the specimens were
brought to the laboratory for the eight week analysis. The
same procedures were conducted to clean, weigh, calculate,
and observe the specimens. The eight week data is shown in
Table 6. As can be seen from the table, not much changed in
the ranking of the alloys, with the top six materials clearly
superior to the rest. However, the Inco Alloy G-3 started
showing signs of pitting at 40x, but these pits were small.
The corrosion rates did not change much since the
relationship between weight loss and time should stay fairly
constant. However, some materials display a slight reduction
in corrosion rate, and this is probably due to a slight
slowing of the pitting after an initial accelerated attack.
In comparison to the electrochemical data (17), two materials
changed their relative positions in the rankings. The cyclic
polarization in 1.0N HCI/3.55% NaCI showed the Zirconium 702
material to be a poor performer, but in the salt fog/acid dip
testing, this material displayed excellent corrosion
resistance. On the other hand, the electrochemical testing
in the 1.0N HCI/3.55% NaCI showed the Ferralium 255 to
perform well, but in the salt fog/acid dip testing, this
material corroded rapidly and pitted badly. The reasons for
this behavior are unclear, but continued testing confirmed
this result.
4.1.3 Following another four week cycle, the specimens were
brought to the laboratory for the 12 week analysis. The
results of the 12 week testing are shown in Table 7. After
12 weeks in the salt fog chamber and 12 dips in the acid
slurry, a clear trend started to emerge. The corrosion rates
were remaining fairly constant with a slight reduction still
being displayed by some materials. The alloys were settling
into their positions for the ranking of corrosion resistance
in this accelerated environment. The Inco Alloy G-3 lost its
sheen and continued to display pitting attack and some
deterioration of the weld. The observation of very small
pits developing on the three Hastelloy materials and one
Inconel material were barely detectable and were considered
insignificant since the weight loss remained very low.
4.1.4 Following another four week cycle, the specimens were
brought to the laboratory for the 16 week analysis. The 16
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week data is presented in Table 8. As can be seen from the
table, several materials displayed increased attack and fell
lower in the rankings. Most notable were the 304L, 316L, and
317L stainless steels. This allowed several materials to
move up in the rankings, most notably the Inconel 600,
Inconel 825, and the Ferralium 255. The visual observations
continued to be helpful in characterizing the alloy surface
and type of corrosive attack. The top materials did not
display any increase in pitting, and the weight loss data
confirms this fact.
4.1.5 At the completion of another four week cycle, the
specimens were brought to the laboratory for the 20 week
analysis. The 20 week data is presented in Table 9. As can
be seen from the table, the materials generally remained in
their respective positions when compared to the 16 week data.
The 304L stainless steel dropped slightly in the rankings due
to severe weld attack. When the corrosion rate data is
graphed, as in Figure 1, the great differences in performance
can easily be seen. The level of performance of the top
alloys is much higher than that of the lower materials. The
cutoff line between the Incoloy G-3 and the Hastelloy B-2
shows a 15 fold increase in the corrosion rate. The
corrosion rate of 304L stainless steel is approximately 260
times higher than that of Hastelloy C-22 in the salt fog/acid
dip exposure test.
4.1.6 In conjunction with the standard alloy coupons,
specimens were tested in the composite welded configuration.
These specimens were produced by joining dissimilar metals by
welding the candidate alloys to 304L stainless steel. The
resulting composite coupons were exposed to the same
conditions as the standard specimens to determine any
undesirable galvanic effects at the weld area. This was
considered necessary since the successful new alloy would be
installed in an existing 304L stainless steel piping system,
and galvanic corrosion in the weld area could become a source
of system failure. The composite welded coupons were cleaned
prior to examination in the same manner as described earlier.
The 16 week observations are presented in Table 10. As can
be seen from the table, most of the specimens suffered some
type of weld decay. For the alloys under consideration from
a corrosion resistance standpoint (Hastelloy C-22 and Inconel
625), the deterioration was mostly on the 304L surfaces
adjacent to the weld. Since 304L stainless steel is anodic
to these two alloys, this result was expected. The 304L is
corroding preferentially and cathodically protecting the more
corrosion resistant alloy. Since the particular application
of the corrosion resistant alloy is to form thin wall
convolutes welded to a heavy wall 304L stainless steel pipe,
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the galvanic effect will be minimal. The effects can be
further lessened by welding using the corrosion resistant
alloy as the weld filler and coating the weld area with AR-7
to block any electrolyte from reaching the galvanic couple.
The AR-7 material is readily available from KSC stock and is
described fully in KSC-STD-C-0001B.
4.1.7 Further testing was conducted during the study to
determine if any of the alloys under consideration would be
susceptible to stress corrosion cracking in the Shuttle
launch environment. This was considered important due to the
forming operations used in fabricating flexible convoluted
bellows. The convolutes are severely deformed during
manufacture, and high residual tensile stresses could be
present. This situation combined with a corrosive
environment created concern to properly define the stress
corrosion behavior of the candidate alloys. For this
testing, standard U-bend specimens were exposed to the same
set of conditions as the corrosion coupons. These U-bend
specimens were welded in the middle of the bend to create the
worst case condition. As of the time of this report, only
two of the stress corrosion specimens have failed. The 304L
stainless steel specimen cracked after eight weeks and eight
acid dips. The Ferralium 255 specimen cracked after 12 weeks
and 12 acid dips. All other materials are continuing to
display stress corrosion cracking resistance in the salt
fog/acid dip environment.
4.2 BEACH EXPOSURE/ACID SPRAY
4.2.1 After 80 days of beach exposure and 5 sprays with the
acid slurry, the coupons were brought to the laboratory for
analysis. After the cleaning procedure, the specimens were
weighed, corrosion rate calculations were made, and visual
examinations were conducted as described for the salt
fog/acid dip process. The results of these analyses for each
of the alloys for the 60 dayl5 spray cycle are presented in
Table 11. As can be seen from the table, several materials
clearly separated from the rest and displayed excellent
corrosion resistance. The Hastelloy C-22 and Inconel 625
showed no detectable weight loss while the Hastelloy C-4 and
C-276 were on the limits of measurement. The calculated
corrosion rates for these materials are considered
insignificant, and any one should be considered acceptable.
The observations confirmed the resistance of these alloys
with no visual deterioration at 40x. These results were
considered important but premature, and the specimens were
returned to the beach for further exposure.
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4.2.2 After 251 days of beaoh exposure with 13 acid sprays,
the specimens were brought to the laboratory for analysis.
The same procedures as before were conducted to clean, weigh,
calculate, and observe the coupons. The 251 day data is
shown in Table 12. A graphical presentation of the corrosion
rate data is shown in Figure 2. Following the 251 day
exposure cycle, the same four materials displayed excellent
corrosion resistance and were clearly superior to the
remainder of the alloys. The same reduction in corrosion
rate phenomenon was experienced as in the salt fog testing.
This is probably due to a reduction in pitting rates over
time as explained previously. The corrosion rates shown in
Figure 2 display the same cutoff as for the salt fog data,
except that the increase in corrosion rate is not as
pronounced. Between the Incoloy G-3 and the Ferralium 255,
there is only a 5 fold increase in corrosion rate. Since the
corrosion rates of Hastelloy C-22 and Inconel 625 were not
measurable, no numerical comparison factor can be found with
respect to the other alloys. However, these two alloys are
clearly superior to the stainless steel alloys in the beach
exposure/acid spray testing.
4.2.3 When the beach results are compared to the salt fog
results, many materials change positions relative to each
other. In general, the materials at the top (Hastelloy C-22
and Inconel 625) and at the bottom (20Cb-3 and Monel 400) of
each list remained in their respective positions. However,
the standard stainless steel alloys such as 304L, 304LN,
316L, and 317L declined in relative performance while the
duplex stainless alloys such as Ferralium 255 and ES 2205
improved in the rankings. This was an interesting occurrence
and could be explained as follows. The main difference
between the two tests is oxygen availability. While the
specimens are in the salt fog chamber, the surfaces are
continually wet, and this film of water could reduce the
oxygen available to the metal surface. Since most corrosion
resistant alloys depend on oxide films on their surface for
protection, the suspicion is that the salt fog conditions
could be hindering the formation of these protective oxide
films on the duplex stainless steels, allowing accelerated
corrosion to take place. The beach data, in contrast to the
salt fog data, supports the electrochemical findings in
regard to the Ferralium 255. The reasons for this are
unknown but could be due to the formation of the protective
oxide films.
4.2.4 For reasons stated earlier, composite welded coupons
were tested in conjunction with the standard specimens to
determine any undesirable effects of the galvanic couple.
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The composite specimens were cleaned in the same manner prior
to the examination. The 251 day beach exposure observations
are shown in Table 13. As can be seen from the table, most
specimens were suffering from weld decay. The severity was
generally less than that observed in the salt fog testing,
but the results are similar in nature with most of the attack
concentrated on the 304L stainless steel surfaces. As stated
before, coating of the weld area with the AR-7 material
should reduce the galvanic effects to a minimum.
4.2.5 In conjunction with the salt fog testing, duplicate
U-bend stress corrosion cracking specimens were exposed at
the beach corrosion test site to determine the stress
corrosion cracking susceptibility of the candidate a11oys.
As of the time of this report, none of the specimens exposed
to the naturally occurring conditions at the beach site have
experienced failure. Exposure of these specimens will
continue, to determine if any specimens will crack in the
future.
4.2.6 By comparing results from the salt fog to the beach
testing, many differences have been noted. The beach testing
is considered the best judge of an alloy's performance since
it has naturally occurring conditions that reflect the
conditions experienced at Launch Complex 39. However, the
accelerated testing does give us insight into which materials
have a good chance of performing well. In all the testing,
by electrochemical methods, salt fog/acid dip, beach
exposure/acid spray, and ferric chloride immersion, the same
materials are at the top of the list. The Hastelloy C-22 has
displayed superior corrosion resistance during all the
testing, and coupled with its mechanical properties, it is
the logical first choice for a replacement material for
convoluted flex hose/bellows fabrication. Other materials
may be selected by using the data presented, but caution
should be exercised to properly determine the environment in
which the materials will be used. This work concentrated on
one specific environment that contains sodium chloride and
hydrochloric acid. Since all these alloys are very
environment specific, altering that environment even slightly
may produce extreme changes in alloy performance. Other
chemical environments such as high pH, stronger acids, other
corrosives, or high temperatures may cause failure of the
materials identified in this study. When dealing with high
performance corrosion resistant alloys, thorough testing is
an absolute requirement for choosing the right material for
the job. The long term history received from the continued
beach testing will be invaluable to completely characterize
alloy behavior.
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4.3 FERRIC CHLORIDE IMMERSION
4.3.1 Results for the samples with an autogenous weld are
summarized in Table 14. Some samples showed no signs of
corrosion. Others showed uniform corrosion, pitting
corrosion, weld decay, or corrosive attack in the heat
affected zone. Some representative photos, all at 2.2x, are
shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a, of Inconel 625, shows no
corrosion. The 316L in Figure 3b shows severe pitting
corrosion. Hastelloy B-2, seen in Figure 3c, suffered uniform
corrosion, and the Inconel 825 sample of Figure 3d shows
severe pitting attack at the weld and in the heat affected
zone.
4.3.2 Results for the samples welded to 304L stainless steel
are given in Table 15. It was not possible to obtain a
sample of Zirconium 702 welded to 304L; so Zirconium 702 does
not appear in Table 15. The effect of galvanic corrosion can
be seen clearly by noticing that the 304L part of each sample
suffered severe pitting corrosion. This can be seen visually
in Figure 4. Some additional discussion of the ferric
chloride immersion results may be found in reference 18.
5.0 CONCLUSIONS
5.1 Several alloys were found that have superior resistance
to pitting and crevice corrosion, compared to the 304L
stainless steel that was originally used for construction of
convoluted flexible joints.
5.2 Good agreement was found between all 4 of the corrosion
tests. In particular, the cyclic polarization technique was
found to give excellent agreement with the beach exposure and
salt fog chamber results. So this electrochemical method may
be used as a very quick way to evaluate alloys before
performing long term field exposure tests.
5.3 Using the conditions found at the Space Shuttle launch
site (high chloride content plus hydrochloric acid), the most
resistant alloys were found to be, in order, Hastelloy C-22,
Inconel 625, Hastelloy C-276, Hastelloy C-4, and Inco Alloy
G-3.
5.4 On the basis of corrosion resistance, combined with weld
and mechanical properties, Hastelloy C-22 was determined to
be the best material for construction of flex hoses for use
at the Space Shuttle launch site.
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Figure 4 _ Ferric Chloride Immersion - Galvanic Samples
a) 304L Welded to
Hastelloy C-276
<--- 304L
Severe Pitting
<--- Hastelloy C-276
No Corrosion
b) 304L Welded to 904L
<--- 304L
Severe Pitting
<--- 904L
No Corrosion
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?-.5 0"01
!.0 0.01
0.5 O. IS
1.0 O. tO
2.S 0.05
5.0 iLO 0._
31 0.30
0.03 1,0
0.03 1.0 0.0_
0.03 1.0 0.04
O. O3 1.0
1._ 0._ 1.0 0.04 0.03
l._ 0.07 1.0
0.03 0.6 0.03
0.03 1.0 0.O3
_.0 0.0_ 1.0 0,0_
O.C_ 0._ 0.01 T! 0.7
O.Oe 0._ 0.01 V 0.3, W 3
0"01 O. Ot 0"01 V 0.._ V 4.5
0"1 0._ O.Ol
0.5 0"01
0.5 0.01 0.01 _ _,1
o._ 0"0"I
1.0 0.0_ 0.03 _ 0._ tl 1.5
O.5 0"_
0,03 II 0.13
0,03
0"01 _ o._
o.o2 N 0.14
0.03 _ 0.17
U
Table 2
hmity
l|Icu31
Physical and Mechanical Properties
of the Candidate Alloys
Tlmilo Yield kaolin M m tmz-t 9tPtmltl_ Co_ff. of t_Pml
Str_qlthlhl;) _trmqth<ksj! flatt¢_ty(_s) _t -_lr(ft 111) Espm_iml;_/im Ir)
HRSTELLOVC-4
C'_
C-¢7S
HmTB.C0Y H
IIIC_I. 6OO
llC)m. &5
INrn 0-3
llll_lltiM 7_
U 35_4.
n 30,ui
m IlL
IS 50,L
_ ,o,II
_Z205
VIDmL.I_
o 0u_l pu_ w,tlable
LM
Lgl
0"_
it. 14
0,11
Lm
Lm
LO0
Lal
7.';5
7.00
7._
lit M 31[*<I 1_ II 270 li,,0£ -,_
lli l I] )OIE,,<XI ,la Ik 30 fl,,ql:--_ll
I15 | .I0['_13 510It 3,3 L|4
139 _ 31E*O_ _ I_ 53 S.M..¢S
50 37 _0E,u¢G M IG 61 7. M-_
120 60 )M*¢1 ?5 ilk 35 7. lEO&
112 (14 30_ In llb 67 7. B.-_
.v? 3'?. _f._. _ lib _ 7. _-,O&
3_ IS 11Ee,_ 77 141 • 2.q;_
?5 33 2ff*_ N lid 71 9. P;..¢6
15 35 21[.06 II I_ , Ll[-_
71 31 28E_ 14 Ib * LSE-_
Sl 53 J_*M gO _b * I. ][-_
ltO It _II£,01 59 Ib 0 I,. 4£-,_
I00 FO _*<K ._ It: 0 7. 5E-._
1,30 100 3t£_ & Ik 0 &M-,M
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Table 3 Autogenous Weld Samples
SIASE ALLOT IrIl I U BASE ALLOY r XLLrJ
HAST[LLOY C-4 C-4 SiS 304L Ell 3081.
HAST[LLOY C-22 C-22 Sl 304UI Ell 30SI1
HASTELLOY ¢-276 C-276 SSI 31GI. Ell 3181
HASTELLOY B-2 SI-2 SS 3171. re 3L?
INCONEL 600 [NNICr*3 SISI S041. SO41.
][MCON£1. 125 [NNICrMoo3 2/) Cb-3 E:I 320
ZNCONEL SI25 [NNtFeCr*I ?BIB * II [JI312No
ZNCO 0-3 Hi-,%eltoy 03 re 2205 EIt22. J. 31.
HONE:L 400 [RNtCo-7 FSIJtNAL.IUll 255 • 2_Si
ZZNCONZUH 702 [JIZ_P 2
Table 4 Samples Welded to 304L Stainless Steel
IIASIP ALLOY F ][LL£II BASE ALLOY FILLER
HASTEL.LOT C-4 [RHiCr_o*? SiSi 304LJI CI 30111.
NASiT£1.LOY C-22 ERNICrHo-]O SLI 31lJ. Ell 2161.
HASiTEJ.I.Q¥ C-2?& [NNICrNo-4 SSI3171. Ell 317
NASTE1.LOY Si-2 ENNINo-7 SS SO4L El SO4L
ZNCONEL 600 ERNICr-3 20 ¢b-3 EE 320
ZNCON£L 625 ERNICF-3 7Ho * N EN322MO
ZNCONEL 82_ [RNICr-3 ES 2205 IL_22. Si. 3L
INCO 0-3 Himt@llo7 G3 FtRRAL_U_ 25_ • 255
NONE_ 4.r_ ERNlCr-3
Zt vim no% poimlble to obtain • limple of
Zirconium ?02 welded to 304L m_mlnl@im item1
NOTEs
Table 5 Results of 4 Week Exposure in 5% Salt FoE
and 4 Dips in 1.ON HCI - Alumina
m'li.llllL _ ili"l i,.._+li C:lill. itR_AqIY) _ - _llSi.q_ll'![i6 lIT llt ill i,_l
l ! lil_lltll ?Ot O._ut O. ,._i0
C+_ 0.)0iS 0.0340
t _1:14[I.. _ 0.00_ O. 0,00
I_L0V 6--] O. _ O. 1_10
_S_RJ._' H O.O_l O.*tSO
_ O.0_ 0._0
K_lel O. OJO! 0.64<10
_3111. O. _32, 0._0
0.0_5 O. 7]00
ImC_ _ 0.0M_ 0._i0
I_CO_ _00 O. <:,_0 O. IJ770
"Pll ++B O,i_lq. l.CiO0
m0N_ _ 0.m_3 i._O
.'_C_'-3 0.05_ ?.. 0,]_
t liP, It 11 IX - i tlRll IT _1
i llRll Mlttl i4EIDi RI II - I tl_[i I i
t Pl_ll M II - t Pl_ll R? _l
I #i_;t lit II - i Pl_ll tl _1
i Pl_,ll It 11 - llIT PlRli It _i
i Pl_lt It II - ill +_lt IT II
tlSlH IlRII I + I 11 - II tl_ll It
VlSIIU PlT'llli_ I _ lit It - ll0_ill IITTINO I _01
IISl_ I1_II I _ 1I II - ii Pl_ll IT 4.,11
tlSll_ llll I _ I Ii - !l tl_ll M II
VIII Itt PI_ll I t IT IX - IMl ll_lt I1 II
NO tt_i M II - II t I1_ tl _
NO Plrililb NO I lit II - ,,l[lllr SLISHI Pl_lt I _l
tPle: I l_l ll-+lllPlFtil+l
ill _ lit II - 11_ IIRII I I t
il[JIY V_llJI.J[ I_IM]SI:]II II 11 * lUEJlOUS I Pl'l_ 581E IMEP lit iOI
198 + _ , , I* + +._ +t_+ •
Table 6 Results of 8 Week Exposure in 5%
and 8 Dips in 1.0N HCI - Alumina
Salt Fog
III_IR]RL _ _ _III COMI. IMT[IIPY) _ - II_I_TIOR5 RT II I_ _I
C-_ 0.0015 LOI_
Z III_ILII 7_ 0.001_ O. OltO
C-eTL O.OOa _0_0
14ETELL_ C-4 0.00_ O. 0_110
lt_'lLOV l..-3 0.0071 O. 07"JO
H O. OJl_O O. 3110
I.M4_ O. 01_0 O.tOtO
I31tl 0.01,31 O.67$0
9630q. 0.0671 O. 6_00
9bRO_. 0, 06_ 0. 7ZB0
IKZ)IL I_ 0.01_ O. 8_10
IICO_I. 6_0 O. 0515 O. 5_oZO
7Mo. I O.0915 1.031_0
_II.M 2"_ O. 093_ I. o4_0
IS Z2_ _1216 1. I5_0
2_Cb-3 0.1705 1.
qO0 0. I_0_ I. I17_0
10 PI_IM_ III_4T SHEIM _ II - MD PlTTII, NO _ _ _T 4011
_D PlT_IM_ II1_ _ _r 11 - II PI_ll, M _ _ _ 401
_0 PI1/I_ III_ _ 11 II - II PlT1I_ NO till DEI_V M 401
_D PITfII_ IIIeH/ _ _ II - NO PI1"rI15_ NO UILD DEIMV RT 401
_O PII"TIM_ ILIICr _HBEM l_r II - IIIOLrllTl_IIILL_ PITTI_ _ PI_IIM OF _ AT _OI
11 PlTTII_v MI _ I11 II - IMIIFOIM (_ql_l_101k ldlTd LO_IZ_ GTTgI_, R; kCI
V1SIILE PlTIIIM_ 111 _ _ II - _ PITI_ _ LIE, II _ _ lit _1
VISllLI PlTT[I_ NO _ M !1 - IOIMI.IS _ PITS, _ _ _ liT _I
VISIILI PlTTIMi , NO _ aT 11 - _LI[_OUS PI_ M)I L_t, MO _ IE_MY _T 401
VISZILE P[_I_ lid 94ftm AT 11 - M.I_R01_ _ _A.L01d PlT_ PlTTII_ OF _ _T _,01
VISIILE OITTI_, NO _ _J !1 - MIE_E PlTTIM_ _1_ kELO IE_ _T _01
vISIM.I PlTI'II_ U0 _ _T 11 - 9F..I_ 14._11.15 PIT_ PlI'III_ OF IdEI.D RT 4Oi
M _ M 11 - UNIFOIM RrI'RO_ NO dEID IID_ RI _01
tl PlTII_5, Nil 5NEt_ RT IX - LIIFOM_ _OSIO_ NOOE_TE _ _ _ 401
vlSIILE PlTTIM_ NO _ RT 11 - _IFO_q RT_ _[T_ _OL_ PIT_ PITTI_t OF _ AT 401
VlS:ILI PlTTI_5, IS _ ;It 11 - _lI_7 PlTTil ilT_ CIEVlCI CIMMISIOM, P1131_5 OF _ _ _01
VI$11LI Pl131qS, NO _ aT 11 - NE_/V PlTTIMi, IMNV L_ME _1_ Ift_, SEVE_f PlT11NS OF MELD AT 401
_ RI' I1 - L_:FOIM I_FIIK3SIOI_ _ PlTI|M5 OF dELD I_" bOI
Table 7 Results of 12 Week Exposure in 5% Salt Fog
and 12 Dips in I.ON HCI - Alumina
Z : _L"ONIOII _0_ 9. '_I$ 0.0130
-,PSrEl.L2t C-_.'M O.OOJ! 0.0110
I'CI._ _3 O. ,._10 O. '.e_O
I_6TflLDV I_ O. _ 0. 'I010
_S304LM O. 10_1 _ 7030
O. 1031 0.
,._a_l ta O. L071 O. 7_10
:'_CY4B. _ 0. 1.'_0 0.S7_
_£._Fi. l _II _ O. i L'5_ O.%OO
I MIO4_ (=00 O.1417 0.9730
El _ O. 13_ 1.14JO
"_0 ' M 0.1_7 I. IE_3
c_C_-3 O. 2q30 I. 7_0
II!1, _ _, _111_ _.. 11111
MO PlTT:q_ _Ill61_ _ RT II - _ _#_IN "_MLL PlTt_At _I
NO PII31M_ III_T _ RI II - _I_ _EI_ _ PI_ M _01
_II PII"TIq_ MII3HT _ RT II - I_ PITS IT _OI
_I.;IMT PI_I_I_ _ _ RT II - F'_ _ glT_ v IJ_IFOIMII_I_IOM RT _01
I Pll'rllI_ _ _4EIM/STRIMEI RT II - _ Pl_v LMIRMM _illll M _1
PlFIIIM_ qO _ 'dlSliLf lit gt 11 - _ PI_ M _1
VI$IILf PlTI;._ Nil _ RT 11 - M_IIII _ PITS AT 401
VlSIILf PlTT:_ NO _ RT IS - _ _1_ PITS, _NJl:_lt _..qgOSl_ RT 401
VI$IM.E PlTT:_ NO _ liT 11 - NLI_I_.15 _ PiT_ FRIM.Y _ RT _01
"LPE,:O, JII PlTI, Nil _4EEM _r !1 - _ _ PIP5 RT _01
q0 PlTTII_ q0 _ M 11 - LMIF'0MI COIt_SIIM gT kOI
VlSl IIl PlTIIMi_ Nil _ AT 11 - _ _ PITS AT kOX
MI PlTTII_ ql _HEtM fSl 11 - M/I_IQi PlI_ :_,E_! _IFOIIt _IMt_SIOm RT _1
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Table 8 Results of 16 Week Exposure in 5% Salt Fog
and 16 Dips in 1.0N HCI -'.Alumina
_11PJTUM_ |_ll;)cr _ RT 11 - F'_ qElllJI SlZfl P|_ _T
PlT'TIMIv IIIOHT _ AT II - _ '_ _ PITS, NO0EPWITI M _I
WOFI_'_G, MIni' _ lit 11 - M _IW _ PITS, NI II_PlIIII M *01
q.ml.qll _ITI, M051_I_ M II - _ LR_ISE_I_ 0_P P111, MR.I _I:M Ir MI
PlTI, DII:I01_ II _ Ill' II * M,._I_UI PlT_ _ IE_0111_ M _O1
Vl$ln_ Pl_l_ NO _ M II - _1 _ _ _ _I_ I
FI_ PllI_ 11_1_317lt_ _1 _ I 11 - _ l PlPI _,1 Ifl]W, t/lit _1_ M _1
Table 9 ResuLts of 20 Week Exposure in 5% Salt Fog
and 20 Dips in I.ON HCf - Alumina
:;TT'_;, )lilt _ fit II - @ _ 3q.L _:_ IT HI
VI';: _w_ _ _I_:_ _ _ IX - I _PITS, t_ _11 401
VT;.'3LI 3qM.J. FITT_ DI_L._II_ WDB liT II - _ IIIT_ I 31SlPIT 401
V]S:I..I _ITTI_I, 111 _ Ill II - _ qllldl PlTTIel, _IR]I ",T,a_lllll Ir _I
Nil PI'i"T;MI,NO _ M II - Tn_ PlTI, t.Jl*IF_lll_II_ M _1
v!S:l.£ _ _I,"T:MI, I)IS131._, _11_ ml' 11 - m _I11 _ ae _qLJ. _ PITS _ _)1
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Table 10
ORIGINAL PAGt!;
OF POOR QUALJ'ry
Results of 16 Week Exposure in 5%
and 16 Dips in 1.0N HCI _ Alumina
Composite Galvanic Weld Specimens
Salt Fog
IIIr_lllt
IBI iil.I XI_ _I !_ Sll_ II 11 - tl PlI_I IUM lilt glll iI IQI
IN XI_ gl lilt |lXM I! - 104L SIX Iti II Iil.I I[_ IT IN
SlH MEI.J _[_N M II - i.MIE Pl_ N _I3W ml ]DM. Sill M I@1
lIE _ _ _1 _ Sill M II - _ PITII16 _ _ Slm M 401
i1_ _ _ ]1_ lie M !1 - I1_ Ji_ _I I1_ Sl rl_ PIT
II11_ _ P117116 In II - _ Pill iN XPlilll II _ ill'
I JEllY 811_04i. SlIM |l -ImqA PI_J Ill imJ Ill _11
Pi17116 0F _ lit 11 - _ _ _ 11117116Ill _1[
ILliNT _ _ oq J04k SIX M It - _ PlI_ ON_ AT _l
t1_ PllllIS AT lI - _ |IX _ _ K P!_116 In NI
PITIII6 I/ 11 - _ P111116 aN _ SIDES IT
PI13'i16 ON _ AT 11 - PI'_ ON6"3 SIl • _ M NI
plTTII_ _ SIX _ XO_r M II - _ PlI_ _ _ Ill _ $I_S _ 401[
VISIM$ M_ PILL16 III 11 - plrYll_ I_ _[llY OF ll_ _1 I_ SI mrl I_ I_1
Table II Results of 60 Day Exposure to Beach Corrosion
Site and 5 Sprays with 10 vol% HCI - Alumina
_rlD,.l._ C_ 0._001 O.0009
I Illl_Itll _ 0. _007 0.0010
l t11._ 6-..1 O.0_;,._ o. o11@
I1 _ 0. 0l_! tk o_11
_, la 0._t_ O. 1ut7
_IN. 0.0106 O. '6?0
[.q_ 5OO O.OeO,l O.l"_O
o. ,,_77 o. 2711_
O.o.,_l O.._0
i_Cb- J 0._II 0.*ZM
qO4B. t,O0 O. Oq_dl 0.1710
V15111 PITTII_
VISILf PlTTII_,
VISII..E plnlN_
NO PlTTI_ NO _ M III - _]XMITIE _ PT17116 IM _01
10 PiTIrlM_ MIOHI _ R_ II - tlIII:IMIMCDlilSIQI, PlI'I'_ IW_ I_T
V!SIItl 91TIII_ 9kl_lll 9_ I_ I! - SL.:II' PITTII_ HIHOIIPIIIIM5 OF _ M 401
91_ M Ii - 9.1_tl PlT'I'IM_ _ PlTT116 OF _ liT qOI
20.]
° .
Table 12 Results of 251 Day Exposure to Beach Corrosion
Site and 13 Sprays with 1,0 vol_ HCf - Alumina
;_)(EL _ 0.0u00 0._uo
-_S'_,.:Y C-2."5 .%_ol o. _o09
-_:, :_L JJ .>'_ o.olJ9 o.o:_3
_ o.,_1 0._0
. II 0.0_0 0._!
:_ _ZS O._ZM o._0o
:_ _ o._ 0.II_0
lie o. IJi4 O.ZI:'7
P[_I_ _l_ _ AT tl * vOW ;Ed _ OIT_ _ _ X_¥ RT _I
qO_[_:_ 9P:u_T _ lIT If - _ _qRt.L PI,',_ JN:FCJ_I _ _.RY RT _1
I.!_HT PITT:_ q£_lw _ M 1| * _INIFCm__A_CS:_#,dEL_ _E_Y RT 4_|
i.l_4T Pi_:+_ _ t_N lit It - _|F{Jl C_llJlW;31_LAqW _ Pl_ _ _ M _i
v[51ii Pl_:q_ qll_ _ M t! - _ _ _ PI_ Plg _ _ AT _1
v!SI3L[ PITT;_ L0k _ AT l! - _ _qLL PIT_ dDJ) PITTINE M _011
vl3:L[ PlTT:qlv _O 3HE]giM II * _ AND_ _ P%_ _ _ M
VIS:U PITT:q_ N0 _ lit II * H Pil"TIMJi1_14 _)SIT_ _ _F.QWAT _1
ql ?ITT:_I_ qo _ iT II - F_l PlY% JIIFOll _lmOSl_ll_ lib dill) _ lit IOl
Ei%_:_l PlT"._ I )1_ IT 11 - El,'_Sl_ _i'_,:_ Ell _ _IF_ _LI _l+ It _1
iO l|l'rl i I _ M I| - qD PIITI_ '_IF _n _I31 M tO_
Table 13 Results of 251 Day Exposure to Beach Corrosion
Site and 13 SpraTs _ith I0 vol% HCI - Alumina
Composite Galvanic Weld Specimens
nm_illL wl
lf_ - C-_
9S31o_ - llloo
13o4. - )0_.11
- 31L
- Jill.
E_IO*L * I-iOl
- I-4_
9530_. - 1-.8_
- 6.-1
_04L - ZOt_-]
_ - _o_i
- t]_]MnlO_ IT 11 Ill
I VlSlm_ _ M 11 - ILll_ _B D ON _ Sill lit loll
iliq" _ _ I]1 _ SIN liT 11 - I llltT liLD _ Ill t 11 IT 401
slli4T dill) Ilt'l_lie Ill ]O,I. Slli lli 11 - ilfl.D Q[13if Ill ]O_L all lit I01
l VlSI_ _ M 11 - l_II I _ I _ Siapt IT ill
Vl$1 at_ _ IT 1| - Pl_I_ ;lid _ _ _ 11114 $I_'_ M
vISI at_ _ M _ - _ _ ill PI_I_ _ _ $I_ P_ _? ON 31_ $I_ M
Ill VlSllLl[ _ m 11 - 1,mlF1)lln_ _ ON .104L ill M
il_ vI$,'lLIE _ IT 11 - _ _ ON 304L Sl_.._ liliNl _ Ill I-tlO Sill m i
VlS[ at_ _ _ LI - _ _ _ Pl_I_ _ _ s;.m _
NO VISTILIE _ lit I1 - IELD _ I Pl_l_ _ 3041. SIDE, lllilIT _ Ill 1-4_ Sill I1" i¢l
NO tl$11lf D_31i lit 11 - _ _ tll PI_I'II_ Ill _ SI_ lllllll _ Oil _-1 Sl ac iT 401
vlSlLl[ Pll"?Iil6 ON _B M II * _ D P/_ Pl_l_ ONP SlEi lit _x
Vial ml Pl_]ii6 Oil _ IT IX - _ PlFTIt _ _ RT iOI
D OI H S21EI 11 - SL:W[]I[Id_l I[Z_' _13_. _ IJJff Pi1"HJ6 _l F_ SLO[ilk 4i
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Table 14 Ferric Chloride Immer_ion Results
Autogenous Weld Samples
ALLOT NOURS %RR£RSED RE._JlLT!
NASTELLOY C-4 g12
NASTKLLOY C-22 72
NASTRLLO¥ C-27& 912
HASTELLOY R-2 72
INCONEL GO() 72
ZNCONEL &2S 912
_NCON[L 829 72
I_CO _-3 912
RONr.L 40O ?2
ZIRCONZUR 702 ?2
SS 304L 72
SS 304LN 72
SS 31GL 72
S_ 317L 72
SS gO4L 72
20 Cb'3 72
7Ro * N 72
KS 2209 ?2
FEBRALIUN 23_ 72
NO ZORROSION
NO CORROSION
NO CORROSION
UNIFORR CORROSION
NO,BRAT[ PITTING
NO CORROSION
SEVERE PITTING ZN
NEAT AFFECTED ZONE
NO CORROSION
UN|TORN CORROSION
RO_ERATE PITTING
SEVERE PITTING
S[_ENE PITTING
SEVERE PITTING
RILO PITTING AND
_[LD DECAY
NO CORROSION
SEVERE PITTING IN
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
VKL.D DECAY
VELD DECAY
NO CORROSION
Table 15 Ferric Chloride Immersion Results
Samples Welded to 304L Stainless Steel
OBSERVATIONS ON
ALLOT CANDIDATE ALLOY
OBSERVATIONS ON
ALLOY CANDIDATE ALLOY
..................................
HASTKLLG¥ C-4
HASTELLOY C-22
HASTELLOY C-276
HASTELLGY B-2
INCONEL SO0
INCON£L &29
XNCON£L S2_
I_C_ 0-2
HGN£L 400
NO CORROSION SS 304LN
RG CORROSION _ 3;6L
RO CORROSION SS 317L
UNIFORR CORROSION SS _34L
UNIFORR CORROSIOE 20Cb 3
RO CORROSION 7 No * N
NO CORROSION ES 2205
NO C_RRC_I_N FZRg_LI_R 2_
UNIFQBR CORROSION
SEVERE PITTING
SORE PITTING
NO CORROSION
NO CORROSION
SLIGHT PITTING
NO CORROSION
NO CORROSION
NG CORROSION
NOTEa All DmIpIB8 were lmDetmed _or 72 hovrm.
In eech came. the 304L portion ol the atmplB
lu_IrBd leVOTO p%ttlhg.
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Table A1
APPENDIX A
Summary of Electrochemical Results
H_ C-4
_T_OY C-,Z2
_STRt0Y 9,_
INmNR 6O0
II_NB. 685
INCONELMS
INCO6-3
_NEI. _0
llaCgNlm 702
SS 304L
gS _.N
9S 315L
SS 3171.
?No,N
St able, Noble Ecor_
_'y _all Hysteresis lb_
Excelltmt Pittim] Resistarce
Stable, Noble Ecor.r
Vet7 Small Hysteresis Ib'H
Excellent Pittim] lesis%arce
Stable, Fairly Noble Ecor_
Per? c_.ll Hysteresis
E_cellm'_ Pittim] _ista_
9table, S]i_tly _ive Ecorr
Uniform CorvosioR
Uest_ble, Fairly Jk'_ive Ecorlr
Llniforl Corvosio. | Pitti_J
gtable, Very Noble Ecm'_
Ssall H)ste_esis Wea
Vm-y 6oal PStti_l Resistance
_table, Noble Eco_
tm_ _'_s, Lo_ Pittirq Resistarce
9table, Noble E_..m-r
Excellewt Pitti_l _istance
Stable, Sli_tly Ik'tiv_ Ecorr
_ifor_ Con_io_
Stable, Fairly _k'tZve Ecm_
Lo_ liKistar_e To Pitti_|
Fairly Stable, Cictive Ecor_
Poor I_ist_e To Pitti_
Uest able, _k-'tire Ecorr
large tb/stev_sis ¢k_ea
Pittz_ Re.sZstar_e
Fairly Stable, Slightly Ik'ti_e Econ-
tm3e _steresis _k'ea
Very Poor Pittirq l_ist_
Stable, Slightly _k'tive Econ.
Large _steresis Area
Very Poor Pitti_9 Resistar_e
_table, Noble Ecorr
_e Pitting Resistar_e
Fairly Stable, Sli_tly I_ctive Ecorr
_tremly Poor k.sistance To Pitti_
Stable, Ik_ole E_
Iqo_erate Pitting a_l
Umforg Ccrr_io_
9table, Noble Eco_
Ikxle_e Pitt i_l
Stable, Noble Ecorr
_mall Hysteresis lk_ea
Very Sood Pitti_ Resistance
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St able, Noble E_rr
Ve_/ 9_11 Hysteresis
E_celleet Pitti_ Resistar_e
9t able, Noble Ecorr
Stall _steresis
E_ellewt Pitti_ Resist_ce
Stable, Fairly Noble
Excellewt Pstti_j Ressstamce
_table, Very Noble Ecorv
Ve_/ _11 H_steres:s_rea
_llent Pitti_ l_esi_ar_e
Per}, lloble Eca_
ExcelleetPittimj Resistance
Fairly_able,_ive Ec_-r
tb_iforuCorrosio_
Fairly Stabletlk-tive Ecorr
Poor Pitti_ Resistance
9table, _ct ire Eco_
Set Pitti_ m_!
_i fovsCorrosio_
k'tive, Vairly Stable Ecovv-
Pitti_bU_ifom Corrosim
5t able, Active [c_ne
6ood Pittin_ Resistance
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